Possible drawing prompts:

1. An image (scene) from a dream
2. A map of how you get to school
3. The still life in the room
4. Choose a space in the room and draw it
5. A map of where your class is located
6. Your favorite food
7. Straight Lines
8. Swirl Lines
9. Draw a shape, fill it in with lines
10. A giant leaf
11. Choose something big and something small, draw them the opposite size
12. Choose some adjectives, a noun and verb, then draw it!
   Ex) Red, bumpy (adjectives), girl (noun), jumped (verb)
13. A make believe monster (where is it?)
14. How you feel today
15. Make a cast shadow
16. Draw your favorite candy
17. Turn an ordinary item into a character, add eyes, arms, legs, shoes, etc...
18. Draw something that can be recycled
19. Make up a new soda pop...hint use a cylinder to start
20. Draw your favorite animal
21. Draw something to show your favorite holiday
22. Draw something dripping
23. Draw an underwater scene
24. Draw a new flying machine
25. Draw what you think bullying is
26. Draw something coming into the paper and/or going off the edge of the paper
27. Draw a make believe city Hint: use shapes and lines and form.
28. Draw a newly discovered dinosaur
29. Draw an imaginary landscape
30. Draw where you want to be
31. Draw your shoe